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Thee p
presentation
ese tat o boa
boards
ds aand
d tthiss PowerPoint
o e o t provide
p o de an
a overview
o e e of
o
the study and are intended to highlight the work that has been
performed since the December round of public meetings. All
posters are available on the study web page.
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Thee eeleven
e e Mobility
ob ty Options
Opt o s discussed
d scussed at tthee December
ece be meeting
eet g
have since been analyzed and reviewed and, with guidance from the
Participating Agency Representatives Committee (or PARC), a set of
four Multimodal Packages has been offered as potential means to
reduce congestion and improve mobility in the I‐66 corridor.
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Thee tec
technical
ca evaluation
e a uat o for
o tthiss p
project
oject iss in reference
e e e ce to a 2040
0 0
Baseline scenario. This Baseline includes all of the improvements in
the region’s financially constrained long‐range plan (or CLRP), plus
bus services and transportation demand management (or TDM)
measures recommended in the I‐66 Transit/TDM Study, completed
in 2009. In addition, improvements addressing Metrorail core
capacity are included in the Baseline.
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Multimodal
u t oda Package
ac age #1 focuses
ocuses o
on co
conversion
e so o
of the
t e eexisting
st g I‐66
66 to
a high‐occupancy toll lane facility 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
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Multimodal
u t oda Package
ac age #2 adds a lane
a e to I‐66
66 in eac
each d
direction
ect o aand
d
operates as a high‐occupancy toll lane facility 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.
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Multimodal
u t oda Package
ac age #3
3 adds a Bus/HOV
us/ O lane
a e to I‐66
66 in eac
each
direction, which operates as such in both directions during peak
periods.
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Finally,
a y, Multimodal
u t oda Package
ac age #4 p
provides
o des for
o eenhanced
a ced ttransit
a s t se
service
ce
in the study area and new bus‐on‐shoulder operations on U.S. 50.
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Se s t ty tests were
Sensitivity
e e pe
performed
o ed to look
oo at tthee pe
performance
o a ce o
of ttwo
o
variations on the multimodal packages.
In Test #1, Multimodal Package #1 was modified to test having the
HOT operations only be in effect during peak periods.
In Test #2, Multimodal Package #3 was modified to test adding a
HOT lane rather than a Bus/HOV lane.
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In tthee next
e t few
e weeks,
ee s, the
t e study team
tea and
a d PARC
C will formulate
o u ate the
t e
recommendations from the study. Input received in the next few
weeks via the public comment process, will be used to guide these
recommendations, lessons learned, and the development of the
final report.
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Thee recommendations
eco
e dat o s framework
a e o be
beingg eemployed
p oyed in tthiss study
recognizes that each of the multimodal packages has meritorious
aspects as well as unique issues which can be outlined. There are
also several policy considerations which have been identified. For
example, adding tolls to the existing roadway without capacity
expansion would be without a regional precedent. Widening II‐66
66
may carry other challenges. Using a recommendations framework
that accepts that different policy assumptions may lead to different
recommendations, was seen as a useful way to organize the study
findings.
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Thee recommendations
eco
e dat o s framework
a e o has
as bee
been o
organized
ga ed to aarray
ay
information about each package across several dimensions. The
posters on display in the Open House present each package, roughly
following these key dimensions.
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First,
st, a desc
description
pt o o
of tthee des
design
g o
of tthee pac
package,
age, including
c ud g its
ts co
coree
purpose(s) is provided.
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Seco d, how
Second,
o each
eac package
pac age performs
pe o s against
aga st the
t e study goals;
goa s;
specifically, reducing congestion (both highway and transit) and
improving mobility is outlined.
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Third,
d, d
discussion
scuss o regarding
ega d g ot
other
e factors
acto s o
or d
dimensions
e so so
of interest,
te est,
including relevant market research and stakeholder input is noted.
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Fourth,
ou t , unique
u que issues
ssues with
t each
eac package
pac age are
a e discussed.
d scussed. Just a few
e
examples include: 1) introducing tolling to existing capacity or even
additional capacity could carry special considerations;
2) widening I‐66 inside the Beltway to a cross‐section with three
lanes in each direction is more physically difficult in certain stretches
than others;
3) adding the shoulder bus lane requires substantial investment in
certain segments of U.S. 50;
4) the robust transit program articulated in the fourth multimodal
package, and, indeed, all packages, requires substantial additional
annual funding to be secured
secured.
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For
o each
eac Multimodal
u t oda Package,
ac age, tthee fifth
t key
ey d
dimension,
e s o , “Implications
p cat o s
for Recommendations,” includes a synthesis of the opportunities
and issues with each package and, as will be developed more fully in
the final report, provide a guide to a way forward should policy‐
makers clear particular hurdles. For example, if tolling existing
capacity is deemed possible but additional capacity beyond that
already programmed in the CLRP is not, Multimodal Package #1
provides viable improvements to reduce congestion and improve
mobility in the I‐66 corridor versus the Baseline condition.
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Wee are
a e very
e y interested
te ested in you
your feedback
eedbac o
on tthee Multimodal
u t oda
Packages and recommendation framework and have established
several ways to receive it:
> First, there is a Comment Sheet available on the project website.
> Alternatively, you can send us an email or leave us a voicemail.
> For attendees of the Open House, a Court Reporter was available
to transcribe oral comments and a team of personnel were present
and stationed around the various posters to answer questions.
On behalf of the Virginia Department of Transportation, the Virginia
Department of Rail and Public Transportation
Transportation, and the members of
the Participating Agency Representatives Committee, thank you very
much for your interest.
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